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my isp is not running starcraft ii. i'm trying to
do this to play a friend on the internet, but

he's not using the internet. i have the offline
installer, but every time i try to launch it i

get a "authorization required" message. i am
trying to do this for an offline lan game. any
suggestions? starcraft 2 offline game doesn't

work and needs an internet connection to
continue, but it doesn't ask for authorization.

the game is not able to do offline mode. it
says authorization required but i don't know
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what to do, please help me hi, i just
downloaded the offline installer for starcraft
2. the problem is that it cannot start offline. i

get the message "authorization required"
and it says i must connect to bnet to

authorize my client. i have bnet on my
computer so that is not the issue. i already
have all my accounts and have done offline
mode before using the offline installation.
please help me. i am trying to play a lan

game with friends. i have the offline
installer. i don't have the internet on my
computer and i cannot download bnet. i

have windows 7 x64 i am unable to enable
offline mode. i am trying to enable offline

mode using offline install and i get the
following message authorization required. i
have my account setup correctly and my

cache file is installed. can anyone help me?
starcraft 2 is offline playable, but not with
my offlinesc2allin1.net account. i can play
with the other accounts, but not with this

one. i can play with the accounts that were
created before i downloaded the offline
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installer, but not with the accounts that were
created after.
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this behaviour is definitely crazy. i just get
what, as a gamer, i consider to be 'offline'

(which is actually being offline) when i'm on
public transport and don't have wi-fi. this is
not usually the case on a lan party, but for
those times i play offline with my buddies,
when i'm travelling or when i simply don't

have the time to get online. it's so much less
frustrating for me that i want to play offline
when i'm travelling and need to keep going.
starcraft 2 offline is a total copy of the game
without the need to be linked to the internet.
as an alternative to checking for updates you

can also just play a cracked version of the
game and be done with it. the game even
has its own offline mode. this is the whole

point of playing the game offline. if you
actually want to play this game offline, you
can certainly. blizzard needs to rethink their
server requirements. i actually put the same

amount of effort into this game that i do
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when i play my online. i have been playing
the game for 4 years now and have worked

as a professional starcraft 2 player for 2
years, and my in-game presence is top tier.
on the other hand i paid $60 for this game
which i'd rather not have wasted. i can no

longer use the offline function on starcraft 2
multiplayer games. i can use offline, but as

soon as i start a game i am taken to the
screen that says "authorization required". i

tried to go to fight.net to authorize, but
every time i do that i get an error stating
"starcraft ii can't play in offline mode". if i

use my junk account it tells me authorization
required. i have tried many of the solutions

that are available on the internet. i have
tried a few different version of the game and

i can never get it to work. i have also tried
the "starcraft 2 offline play crack". if you

know of any solutions to this problem please
let me know. i have tried to search the

internet for solutions and i have not been
able to find any that i can use. if you have a

solution or know why this is happening i
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would appreciate it if you could let me know.
5ec8ef588b
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